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By
C. Raymond Clar

Eventually the political and government fiscal authorities came to recognize
what had long been known to fire control specialists. The proper approach to
preventing fire devastation is to have it clearly determined, prior to the time
of need, just what agent is to have both authority and responsibility for fast
attack and supervision of fire abatement work for every particular location.
When the State of California was created in 1850 it was isolated geographically, and historically from the current Central or General Government. At
the same time it was a sovereign entity in a way not generally understood at
the present time. This was not so much a matter of independence from a National Executive and Congress as from its own citizens. That is to say, the
State was principally a law maker and regulator and was practically not at all
actively engaged in furnishing public services.
Government management was obviously not regarded as a reliable means of
establishing community service much beyond that of local law enforcement
and property tax collection; and these services were performed within designated county or city areas which owed their being and most minute authorities to specific acts of the Legislature. The concept of government in the
minds of the citizenry of this era undoubtedly called for a minimum pattern
of regulation within which the citizen could freely exercise the privilege of
economic endeavors commonly referred to as “opening up the West.”
Revenue to operate the new State was derived principally from ad valorem
property taxation and the sale of such public domain lands as the Central
Government would transfer to the State. The bulk of the money income was
transferred back to counties for the operation and construction of roads and
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schools.
Quite obviously, there was neither the machinery og government nor the taxing base to extend government
services much beyond that which existed, regardless of the basic philosophy of government’s place in that
period. A third condition of the times which undoubtedly kept the average citizen separated from his government was a disgracefully low moral and legal behavior on the part of many elected officials.
Nevertheless, the great problems we would now relate to “good forest practice” were recognized early by
a few dedicated citizens. In 1885 a forestry commission was created by stature, with a reasonable claim to
having been the first such State agency in the nation.
This Old Board of forestry was confronted by overwhelming problems before it succumbed to political
and citizen disinterest in 1893. Destruction of the great timbered forest– by fire and wasteful logging practices was pointed out over and over again as an evil thing. The liquidation of public domain which had
come into possession of the State seems to have occurred with the tacit approval of the one entity which
could have demanded its efficient management, the State Legislature.
In this era, the few positive steps toward wildland fire protection took the shape of regulatory law to protect property, principally private, from trespass and damage. Uncontrolled fire was recognized as a nuisance which should be prevented from moving from place of origin to the land of another.
In 1872 a law was passed which permitted “any justice of the peace, constable or road-overseer … to order inhabitants liable to road poll tax … to repair to the place of the fire and assist in extinguishing it.” In
the late 188’s the Board of Forestry hired a few “agents” , and enlist citizen subagents to aid in enforcing
the few fire laws. Iy was not until a State Forester was appointed in 1905 that a comprehensive voluntary
fire warden system was actually initiated.
In the year 1881 the Legislature was prevailed upon to enact a law “to allow unincorporated towns and
villages to equip and maintain a fire department to access and collect taxes … “ It was not until 1923, forty
–two years later, that similar authority was granted for the establishment of fire protection districts in rual
areas.
In the same time of the Old Board of Forestry one of the primary reasons for lamenting fire damage in the
high forest sprang from the sincere belief that forest were necessary to bring about rainfall. For the pursuit
of successful agriculture, a certain relative proportion of land must be clothed with forest.
In the southern half of the State the water holding quality of healthy watersheds was thoroughly appreciated. Destruction caused to low land property by heavy rainfall rushing off denuded slopes was observed
early and often. This was the situation which brought about in 1892 and 1893 the creation of the federal
Forest Reserves of San Gabriel, Sierra, San Bernardino and Trabuco, a total of more that 5,350,000 acres.
Another economic condition shaped the public attitude, especiallyin the great Interior Valley and south of
Tehachapi. This was the growing need for wood as domestic and industrial fuel. In this case, the increasing
distance to the diminishing raw product was the developing problem.
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The threat of a national timber famine had not yet arisen to haunt the exploiters of the virgin forest. Prior
to the Twentieth Century such a contention would surely have caused amusement in the vicinity of the
great forests of this youthful State.
In the closing year of the old century, two water and forest associations were formed by the State’s most
prominent citizens; one centering in the Los Angeles area and the other at San Francisco. These associations declared emphatically that both National and State government vacillating and take progressive action in such problems as bringing the forest and public domain under a satisfactory system of management.
Little was accomplished until the vigorous Dr. George C. Pardee was elected Governor in 1903. With
Gifford Pinchot and Teddy Roosevelt in Washington, a very thorough and useful survey of forest and water conditions in California was pursued for more that two years.
The Forest Protection Act of 1905
Armed with plans and statistics and the continuous drum beating of the citizen associations, Parlee was
able to secure passage of the Forest Protection Act of 1905. This law fel short of the hopes of the strong
conservationists. The Legislature af the time was decidedly conservative and there was a strenuous opposition from some elements of the population. A close observer of the entire episode declared, “Provision for
any fire organization at State expense was omitted entirely. Punitive sections were shorn of all possibility
of harm to influential interests.”
But a Board of Forestry was created of ex-officio State officers including the Governor, and a State Forester was appointed. I was necessary that he be “a technically trained forester.”
The State Forester could appoint volunteer fire wardens who might receive pay from the respective counties, and who have police powers in respect to Federal and State forest laws. They could also call upon
able bodied men to assist in putting out fires. And the law further declared: “In times and localities of particular fire danger” the State Forester could maintain a patrol, “the expense of such patrol to be paid by the
County.”
There was also a rather vague authority to organize “fire districts” of one or more counties at the request
of the supervisors, and at their expense. The law clarified and extended such laws as existed in respect to
escaping fires, elimination of hazardous debris and slashing, and safety devices on lumbering equipment.
Frustrated as young State Forester Edward T. Allen might have felt, here was at least a very real foundation for State leadership in forest fire protection and other pioneer approaches to genuine forest land management. I this year of 1905 the federal forestry agency was named the Forest Service and was transferred
into the Department of Agriculture.
Fire Protection by Associations
From 1905 until 1919 there was a great deal of talking and pleading by several State Foresters, but very
little was accomplished toward initiating any system of organized rual or wildland fire protection.
Several southern California counties were politically strong enough to obtain special grants of State money to match local expenditures. This money was used to build firebreaks and trils within the National Forests above the rich lowlands.
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In the timbered areas of the north it would appear that the large owners and operators who were seriously interested in good fire protection were more interested in preventing any State official from gaining
legal position in which he could tell them what to do.
The theory of light-burning under the high forest to remove fuel and thereby reduce the incidence of serious wildfires was an issue of bitter debate among lumbermen and foresters from about 1901 to 1928.
Field experiments in the early 1920’s had shown quite conclusively that this was an impractical theory.
After that time there were few advocates among owners of large holdings.
Many of the landowners within or adjoining the National Forest were content to enter contracts with the
Fores Service to fight fire on their lands for the annual payment of a few cents an acre.
In 1911 the State Legislature created a three man Conservation Commission to investigate a plan for the
wise use of forests, water and minerals. Probably the imminent struggle to gain mastery of potential hydroelectric power sites and the use of water, coupled with the national impetus toward the conservation
of wildland resources instigated by Roosevelt, brought about the creation of this commission. Dr.
George Pardee and Francis Cuttle of Riverside were appointed to siton the commission. Both men
played important roles later on the Board of Forestry.
Much legislation was introduced between 1911 and the First World War for the purpose of permitting
the Board and the State Forester to offer meaningful leadership in meeting the growing problem of
wildland fire. But quarreling factions, principally represented by the State Forester on one side and organized lumbermen on the other, could accomplish nothing with a conservative and indifferent State Legislature. I was during this period that repeated attempts to establish a School of Forestry at Berkeley also
failed. The assurance of federal assistance under the Weeks Law of 1911 seemed to have contributed
nothing except another issue to quibble about. Nor did the fact that State revenue had creased to come to
from local property taxes after 1911 seem to make the slightest difference in legislative aptitude.
A number of citizen fire protection associations were formed at this time, generally without aid from
any taxing source. The State Forester often provided some advice and certainly his best wishes. One
group, quite substantial and enduring, was formed as a stockman’s association in the Livermore Hills
region. Two associations were formed among redwood lumbermen. The smaller and more transistory
associations were generally created by thinly settled communities of home owners in the wildland areas.
They had no foundation in law.
One such association built upon more solid ground. This was created in the mountainous heart of Marin
Country. In 1917 the legislature gave it status ast he Tamalpais Fire Protection District with power to tax
property and organize a fire department. Similar general authority was not enacted for the creation of
districts until 1923.
In the meantime, the State Forester went about appointing hundreds of volunteer fire wardens throughout the State in accordance with the Act of 1905. here was little else he could do except cry loudly and
publicly about the sad state of organized fire protection.
The First World War brought a great need for the for the crops of American forests and fields. In California it also brought a very reasonable fear of fire sabotage from enemy agents and dissidents citizens.
Public officials and the civil defense committee generated considerable enthusiasm among county
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Boards of supervisors and the citizens for improved fire protection, especially in the grain growing areas.
State Forester Homans and his deputy Merritt Pratt, with Professor Woodbridge Metcalf (of the newly
established forestry school), were very active in this crusade.
When the Legislature convened in 1919its members were aware of a need for the creation of authority
and leadership in respect to the broad fire control program. The rural-agricultural interest could wield
great power, and its representatives were obviously satisfied that the Board of Forestry and State Forester
could provide the organization and leadership required.
County government was quite naturally the primary representative of rural interests, and as such became
heavily involved in the statewide fire protection system which developed.
The spokesmen for timber and watershed interests should have assumed a strong forward position in
making demands upon State Government, or at least in shaping the conditions for development of a statewide fire protection system. They clearly represented the statewide interest in respect to accepted public
values. But years of bickering and the generally conservative and independent attitudes of the leading individuals and groups apparently reduced their influence at this time in legislative history.
Legal Foundation of 1919
Two new laws of 1919 established landmarks in the history of wildland fire protection in California. The
Board of Forestry was recreated to consist of the State Forester and appointed members representing the
public at large, timber protection, livestock, and hay and grain. Note the last two, as well as a lack of reference to water or watersheds. The place of agriculture is quite obvious.
The other law strengthened and added to the authorities granted in the Act of 1905. Now the state Forester could designate administrative units and appoint State Fire Rangers to supervise protection work. He
could enter agreements with the federal government, counties and cities for cooperative protection “under
terms he deems wise,” and with private firms and persons if the State paid no more that one-third of the
costs.
A forest fire was defined as a fire burning uncontrolled on lands covered wholly or in part by timber,
brush, grass, grain or other inflammable vegetation.
These laws were of great significance in what they clearly stated and what they implied in respect to policy development for wildland fire protection. By intent or otherwise the pattern of State-county financial
cooperation was established. Here was a mutually cooperative blending of the wide general interest with
the local community interest. In this cooperation there was both administrative strength and weakness
forged into the very foundation upon which a statewide system was to be developed.
The system began slowly. With the first genuine State appropriation for fire suppression consisting of
$25,000 for two fiscal years) the State Forester was able to hire four rangers to operate during four
months of 1919. Actually, a matter of $3500 of Weeks Law money was used to pay their salaries. The
dubious and hopeful claim was made that fire protection was thus offered to three million acres of watershed from the head of the Sacramento River to the Stanislaus, 200 miles along the Sierra foothills.
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Relatively little county assistance was involved in this initial project and obvious intent of the Board
of Forestry was to concentrate first upon protection within the fast growing second-growth pine belt.
The special legislative appropriations to local agents in southern California and Marin Country for
watershed protection were made independently, as they had been for the past dozen years.
Cooperative Fire Departments
In 1920, nine summer rangers were hired with the help of cooperative agreements producing revenue
of $4750 from 15 different counties. A very casual system of cooperative fire protection was now
launched .In most cases the State Forester and the particular county board of supervisors got together.
The State would agree to provide a qualified State Range to supervise all fire protection work within
the county not otherwise falling under other agency’s legal responsibility.
There were no particular guidelines as to how much a county should contribute not understanding as
to where any concentration of protection effort should occur. To a great extent, local contributions for
such facilities as a fire truck or lookout shaped the meager physical organization.
One aspect of such cooperative projects was of utmost importance. Money from a county or other
local source was vital in the development and operation of a State supervised wildland fire protection
system for a period of no lees that 25 years following the First World War. State appropriations were
not sufficient to fully redeem the obligation that was implied by State leadership, especially in the
more wealthy and progressive counties. Such a condition obviously indicates the difficulty facing and
Board of Forestry that tried to segregate the values and the protection costs which involve State money alone. And as a matter of actual fact, no Board tried very hard to do so, and definitely not during
the period when it was neither practical nor politic to do so.
The Board of Forestry or Forestry Department, as the agency was either awkwardly or inaccurately
termed, continued its hopeful fire protection progress under this cooperative system of catch as catch
can following the stagnant decades. And the progress was abruptly halted when the ultra-conservative
Friend W. Richardson became Governor in 1923.
This man of vigorous honesty and determination chopped at all agency budgets. But probably none
howled more loudly than the forestry people. A proposed elimination of four-fifths of a budget that
the Board of Forestry had claimed to be already far from adequate aroused great public furor. Former
Governor (and Board chairman) George Pardee led all the rest; but he had plenty of assistance, including complaints fro Chief Forester Greeley and organized lumbermen.
If nothing else, the public turmoil indicated beyond question that California State Government had
became firmly established as a primary agent in the wildland fire protection program.
Several important legislative steps were taken during this administration, possibly as a direct reflection of the Governor’s attitude. A county fire protection act was passed. This law provided that county
supervisors could hold public hearings and designate the area of a fire district. Special taxes could
then be levied to maintain a local fire department. At first, the Board of Forestry assumed that this
system would meet practically all rural fire protection needs and thus essentially relieve the State of
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Direct participation. They were soon disillusioned by the failure of local communities to respond. Notable exceptions were Los Angeles and Ventura counties where local organization had already been substantially accomplished.
In the broad story of the department of California’s fire protection systems, the place of the fire protection district is very important. It can, however, be essentially disregarded in this writing which is principally concerned with the place of California Government in the protection of the timber-watershed lands
of State of private ownership.
Another law of 1923 provided for the payment by owners of pine bearing lands of an annual fee of several cents per acre where no “fire patrol” was maintained by the owner. Care was always taken to distinguish the patrol fee from a property tax. The law was always unpopular, and the largest annual collections approximated $100,000. In the early years this revenue was quite significant. But as other money
sources increased it became much less so. In 1941 the law was repealed.
The Legislature meeting in 1923 was handed what has been commonly termed the Munn’s Report. Edward N. Munn was hired by the Board of Forestry for this project following an appropriation in 1921 for
a general study of forest and watershed conditions. The report spelled out the damaging effects of wildfire in timber and watershed lands by using a mass of statistics and observations. The economics of
wildland protection was now given a much more concrete justification that it had heretofore enjoyed.
The report was placed in the hands of the legislators at the moment the Governor declared his intention
of pretty largely removing the State from such work. A money figure of $75,000 was set as the minimum annual State contribution required in the forest fire program.
Rejuvenation in 1927
In January of 1927, C.C. Young became Governor. He was a very able, experienced younger member of
the Progressive group formed a quarter century earlier essentially to oppose the “machine” rule of California politics.
There was a great rejuvenation in the spirit and structure of State Government. Budget makers were
kept under tight leash, but new Board of Forestry Chairmen Pardee made enough fus to otain the greatest
relative single agency increase for the newly created Division of Forestry. There was now established a
Department of Natural Resources in which a six member Board of Forestry had lost practically all of its
former executive authority. The State Forester was no longer a Board member and he answered administratively to the Director of the Department.
The actual appropriation for the biennium 1927-29 was $361,000 and $75,000 of that sum was specifically earmarked for county fire departments and other non-State agencies. The important point is that
hence forth such items were no longer to be recognized outside the Division budget as special bills.

This article taken from the pamphlet “ Evolution of California’s Wildland Fire Protection System” by: C. Raymond Clar
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The Big Jimmy is supported by:
Lennie Baker, John Hess, Mickey Hess, Bob Robeson Don
Russell and Bill Welch

8
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The Bud Lewis Engine is supported by: Donna Lewis, Jack Elder
and Laura Lewis

To contribute to a display or another engine that is not listed here, please contact the museum.

w a n t e d
Are you on the hunt for something? Email us and we’ll post it here for just $5 for four issues.

8’ x 22’ trailer with tandem axel to haul 1929 Ford Model AA Fire Truck. Contact Museum at 909-881-6984.

D o n a t i o n s
The Museum Committee appreciates those who have donated during 2018.
Gary Aguilar, Ken Alford, Lennie Baker, Glenn Bayless, Bill Britton, David Buck,
Patricia Burke, Duane Chamlee, Rod Delgado, Hank Epling, Robert Ford, Carl
Garrity, Dale Geldert, Ken Gilbert, James Grammer, Sharlene Harkness, Pam
Herold, Robert Innes, Steve Jones, Bill Keen, Mike Klaesson, Donna Lewis,
Laura Lewis, Rosemarie Miller, Bill Moss, Chuck Muller, Don Paulsen, Kim Pennington, Johnathon Ruskovich,, Evelyn Armenta-Santillan, Ralph Titus, Robert
Tofson, Beverly Trammell, Clint Vance, Hank Weston, Brian Weatherford, Charles
White, Inland Empire Fire Safe Alliance

Corporation
We are a Corporation in the
State of California.
We have our 501C (3)
5 year letter from the Internal
Revenue Service and the
Franchise Tax Board
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D e d u c t i o n

Contribute regularly! The forms for payroll deduction are on our web site. Click on “home” then “payroll deduction forms.”
Retiree’s who have signed up for payroll deduction
Doug Allen, Ed Almeda, Tom Andreas, David Avila, Lennie Baker, Troy Baker, John Barbour, Jim Barta, Linda Batchelor, Virginia
Belcher, Larry Benson, Tom Berry, Doug Blangsted, Russ Bockhop, Walt Bolster, Carol Bouchard, Don Brooks, Jon Brothers, Larry
Brown, John Bruno, Bill Buchko, Bob Burkett, Rod Bywater, Ron Bywater, Mark Carlson, Larry Caughlan, Ernie Ceja, Duane
Chamlee, Ernylee Chamlee, Bill Christen, Frank Clark, Jack Clarke, Gerald Coalson, Bob Cole, Larry Cowger, Bill Christen, Len
Cudney, Mona Curtis, Steve Dale, Lou Daniel, Jeff Davis, Sam Davis, Rod Delgado, Mike Del Puppo, Dan Dinneen, Reno DiTullio,
Will Donaldson, Dave Dougherty, Mike Dowd, Steve Drake, Herb Drumm, Cliff Dulcich, Wayne Dunham, Kevin Eggleston, Larry
Erickson, Don Escher, Joanne Evans, Ron Faulkner, Steve Fennell, Mike Fernandez, Pat Filbin, Mary Flake, Fred Flores, Dick Ford,
Sunnie Fronek, Bruce Fosdike, Greg Furey, Duane Gaddy, Jim Gahagan, Tom Gardner, Roy Geer, Larry German, Jerry Glover, Dick
Goings, Dave Goldemberg, Rich Green, Robert Green, John Gruber, Peter Grzeskowiak, Carlo Guthrie, George Haines, Ken Hale,
Bill Harrington, Steve Hansler, Steve Hartman, Dick Hayes, Charles Heinbach, Tony Hernandez, Scott Herrick, Frank Holbrook, B ill
Holmes, Don Holt, Delmas Hoppis, Chuck Howell, Floyd Humerickhouse, Steve Huntington, Bob Jackson, Clayton Jolley, Jim
Jones, Gary Karle, Darrel Kelly, Ken Kenoyer, Phil Kerr, Lewis Killion, Roy Killion, Craig Kincaid, Carl Kinnel, John Krum, Dan Lang,
Doug Lannon, Steve Lawshe, Ron Lee, Ernest Leedy, Dave Locke, Bruce Lodge, Neil Logan, Jim Major, Chuck Maner, Lisa Marrone, Bob Martines, Mike Mata, Jim Matus, Steve Maurer, Neil McBride, Jim McCarter, John McLaughlin, Bill Meers, Charles
Meildell, Steve Mello, Jim Mierkey, Alan Miller, Jeff Millar, Ordean Monsen, Bob Monsen, Jim Moranda, Jerry Murphy, Carl Murray,
Bill Neville, Glen Newman, Jan Newman, Jim Nolan, Steve Norris, Dennis O’Brien, Bill O’Connor, Tom O’Keefe, Don Olday, Frank
Orr, George Osborne, Joe Palmer, Chris Parker, Kim Pennington, Eugene Peterson, Janet Piccola, George Pond, Joe Poole, Loren
Poore, Chuck Pruett, Marge Ramsey, Ray Regis, Stephanie Regis, Jim Reid, Howard Riggs, Mike Ritchey, Jeff Row, Jerry Rolph,
Bradley Romaine, Marc Romero, Barry Rudolph, Don Russell, Bill Sager, Rudy Saldana, Don Salisbury, Louie Sanchez, John
Sanders, Fred Schmidt, John Schnell, Dan Schott, Greg Scott, Joel Semple, Pixie Semple, Ron Serabia, Kit Sherman, Norm Silver,
Art Smith, Ed Smith, Jim O. Smith, Kathy Smith, Ron Smith, Dick Smithen, Ray Snodgrass, Gary So, Steve Soltz, Grayson Sorrels ,
Gene Starks, Mary Stock, Jack Story, Rick Swan, Steve Thomas, Mary Tierney, Bob Tinker, Dan Todd, Jesse Torres, Robert Toy,
Bruce Tubeville, Jim Turner, George Toussaint, Mike Valley, Clint Vance, Hank Van Loon, Jim Van Meter, Carl Vogt, Jim Wagner,
Bea Walls, Ruth Wasley, Nancy Weatherbie, Hank Weston, Keith White, Craig Williams, Randy Wilson, Tom Wilson, Mike Witesman, Dick Witesman, Darrell Wolf, Steve Woodill, Don Woods and Chad Zrelak

Active Employee’s who have signed up for payroll deduction
Eric Abrams, Bradley Adam, Tim Ashworth, Annette Avila, Glenn Barley, Steve Beach, Andy Bennett, Tim Bingham, Greg Birchfield,
Erik Blakeway, Cody Bogan, Chris Bondy, Mike Bowman, Liz Brown, Seth Brown, Tim Buckley, Chris Bump, Tanya Camper-Lange,
Shayne Canady, Bryan Carter, Tonya Castro, Tim Chavez, Josh Chrisman, Earl Crawford, Daniel Cullen, Ed Darnall, John
Dominguez III, Paul Duncan, Matt Dunham, Brian Erickson, Greg Everhart, Duran Gaddy, Alex J. Garcia, Alex M. Garcia, Ralph
Gladwin, Jacob Gurrea, Shannan Harris, Dick Harvey, John Hawkins, Alison Hesterly, Scott Heyermann, Patrick Hibbard, Daniel
Hofshi, Shawn Hogan, Kevin Holland, Todd Hopkins, Scott Jalbert, Jeff Johnson, Mark Johnson, Robert Johnson, John Jones, M.
Kirkhart, Bill Kissinger, Bill Knight, Jared Krum, David Krussow, Dick Lancaster, Alex Law, Edwardo Lee, Travis Lemm, Tommy
Lemus, Joshua Lewis, Trevor Littleton, Barbara Loescher, David Logan, Anastasiv Lopez, James Lopez, Mike Lopez, Jason
Luckebach, Cherilyn MacAdam, Grant Malinowski, Jason Marsh, Cathy Mattingly, Bryan McEntire, Dan McPeck, Mike Meddles,
Chris Miller, Geoff Money, Chad Moxley, Jeff Munyon, Andrew Murphy, Shawn Newman, D. Nish, George Nunez, Colette O’Connor,
Abby O’Leary, M. Orton, Bill Otterman, Dick Owens, Ryan Pack, Mechele Partridge, Nick Perricelli, Jamie Phillips, Joe Pidgeon, Ken
Pimlott, Roger Raines, Matt Reischman, Andre Schmidt, Stuart Sharp, Mike Shater, Tom Shoots, Drew Smith, Brook Spelman,
Lucas Spelman, Owen Starkweather, Brett Taylor, Diane Thompson, John Toon, Steve Volmer, Steve Ward, Bill Weiser, Ryan
West, Alicia Whippy, Joshua Williams, Ralph Williams, T. Williams, Cristina Williamson, Frank Wilson, and Mara Zaver
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These posters are available in 13”x19” and are $10 each including tax. Shipping & handling is $5.00 for one or all.
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C o r p o r a t e
These Corporations have contributed
to the Museum :

a n d

C o m m u n i t y

S p o n s o r s

San Diego, CA
STATE FARM INSURANCE
Agent R.C. Chavez

USA LIGHT and ELECTRIC

San Bernardino, CA

Patton, CA

Mc DONALD—WESTERN

ANDREWS RANCHO del NORTE

Escondido, CA

Downey, CA

SB CARGO INC

REZEK

Descanso, CA

San Bernardino, CA

CROWN FIRECOACH ENTHUSIASTS

ELECTRO SPECIALTY SYSTEMS

Santa Monica, CA

F o u n d a t i o n s

G r a n t s

These Foundations have contributed to the museum
STATE FARM FOUNDATION
VULCAN MATERIALS COMPANY
CDF-FIREFIGHTERS BENEVOLENT FOUNDATION

E n d o w m e n t
Your Museum Board of
Directors created an
Endowment Fund opening an
account with the Mutual Fund
Company of T. Rowe Price
located in Baltimore, MD.
Their Capital Appreciation Fund
was selected because of its
investment objective of
seeking long-term growth while
preserving the principal.
The Museum Endowment Fund
Policy is to preserve the
principal and provide growth by
reinvesting the capital gains.

f u n d

The interest earned will only be
used after the fund reaches
$50,000.
Those of you who would like to
contribute to our endowment
fund may do so by making
named contributions or you
might consider making
changes to your estate to
provide funding to continue
preserving the history of CDF
Those who have contributed to
the Endowment Fund.



Jarrel B. Glover



George Pond



Bill Harington



Arthur Jaseau





Green Family Trust





CDF Firefighters



William Clayton



Richard Green



Wagon Train in memory of
Leslie Logan



Marian Trapp in memory of
Jack Trapp



Steve and Carol Jones in
Memory of John Hastings
Carolyn Tilley in memory of
Jack Tilley
Wagon Train in memory of
Bob Yohr, Jim Draper, Blaine
Moore, Arlen Cartwright and
Hud Banks
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A d v e r t i s e i n o u r n e w s l e t t e r
p u r c h a s i n g a q u a r t e r p a g e a d .
i s s u e s p e r y e a r $ 1 0 0 . 0 0

b y
F o u r

The Perfect Gift
California’s Only Memorial
Dedicated to Wildland Firefighters
Donations help to maintain and update the Memorial.
Let us remember all who gave the ultimate sacrifice.

California Wildland Firefighter Memorial, Inc.
P.O. Box 21092
San Bernardino, CA 92406
Phone: (909) 881-6984
WWW.CWFM.INFO
PayPal available

Give the Gift of CDF History

This three-dimensional 24kt gold plated ornament with red engine is a
beauty. Representing the 1939 GMC Fire Truck “Big Jimmy”, the famous
CDF engine, this gift is sure to please the CDF Firefighter, retiree, or CDF
spouse in your life.
“Big Jimmy” is mounted in a 5”x5” gift box with a
commemorative card detailing the engine’s remarkable history. Also suitable for
framing as a presentation piece.
This American-made limited edition of 150 is priced at $25 including
shipping and handling. As an additional bonus, a portion of your purchase will be donated to the CalFire Museum.
Brought to you by Custom Ornaments

Order online at ChiefHolt@twc.com or call 951-961-3228
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d o r s h a v e
p a c e i n y o
p e r y e a r c
y e a r
p e r

p u r c h a s e d
u r n e w s l e t t e r
h a r g e $ 2 5 . 0 0
c a r d
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WE’RE ON THE WEB
WWW.CALFIREMUSEUM.COM
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3800 Sierra Way
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Or Current Resident

Help Us Preserve Our History

The Alta Loma Station in BDU
Dodge pickup pumper on the left on the right a Ford Model AA engine

